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While our style of map design is similar to those pro-
duced by many other design firms, our subject matter 
(3D perspective building depictions on collegiate cam-
puses) tends to be the particular characteristic of our 
work that has helped us develop a growing reputation 
throughout North America and portions of Europe. 
We also tend to work with electronic applications (web 
based tours, scalable imagery, etc.) in mind as much/ 
more as the traditional print piece, which has helped 
us to evolve in the way that our graphics are created. 
We also tend to draw all of our streets, sidewalks and 
parking facilities as negative space in our mapping 
projects, while many firms that we are aware of will 
draw these features as objects, with landscaping serv-
ing as the negative space. This tends to give our work 
a subtle yet important distinction when it comes to 
evaluating our portfolio.  It takes more time to design 
maps using this technique, but we believe that the 
resulting "look" is worth the extra effort.
VECTOR
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
http://www.mapformation.com/portfolio/campus/
unlv3D.pdf
This was an INCREDIBLY challenging project, in that 
the UNLV campus is filled with some of the most 
unique collegiate architecture in the United States. 
Also, we were asked to depict the southern half of the 
campus within only 20 percent of the entire map area...
in order to reposition elements on the map to center a 
reader's attentions on features found on the northern 
half of the campus.  Developed in Corel Draw 12.
Downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota
To see the true MADNESS of just how far things can 
be taken by our designers when it comes to detailed 
building depiction, this graphic was developed as a 
generic piece that is intended to be used for a variety 
of commercial 
applications. It is easily the most detailed and dense" 
map area that we have developed to date, with liter-
ally hundreds of buildings and tens of thousands of 
objects drawn. Developed in Corel Draw 12.
RASTER
Pulaski Technical College
http://www.mapformation.com/portfolio/campus/
pulaskitech3D.pdf
This small campus mapping project is very clean and 
efficient, and is an excellent marriage between way-
finding needs and aesthetic sensitivity which helps to 
reinforce an institution's overall branding and identity 
efforts. Developed in Adobe Photoshop.
HAND-RENDERED
Ohio Northern University 
http://www.mapformation.com/portfolio/campus/
onu3D.pdf
While computerized map design has been steadily 
gaining overall market share during the past decade, 
there will always be a place for designs that are cre-
ated at the drafting table, with pen and pencil in hand.  
This project illustrates this fact, and also provided the 
perfect testing ground for us to embed numerous post-
design effects to the map using Adobe Photoshop.  
Five of the map's drawn imagery (excluding text labels 
and other symbology) were added after-the-fact in 
Photoshop, thought we challenge anyone to see if they 
can accurately identify those five elements!
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